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Abstract: A recent report indicates that patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the anal canal (SCCAC) and
intraepithelial lymphocytes have a poor prognosis. Against that background, histological sections from 277
consecutive SCCACs were reviewed searching for cases with massive tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs; ≥ 50
lymphocytes /100 tumor cells). Of the 277 SCCACs, 8 (3%) had massive TILs. These 8 patients (all females) had
both more advanced clinical stage than the remaining 269 control SCCAC patients. Follow-up studies revealed
that the 8 patients with SCCACs having massive TILs had a much better 15 years survival rate than control SCCAC
patients. It is concluded that despite SCCAC patients with massive TILs had a more advanced clinical stage than
SCCAC controls, SCCAC with massive TILs patients had a longer survival rate (with no deaths after 5 years) than
control cases. The search via proteomic methodology for the lymphocyte-attracting tumor protein might bring
forward a novel co-adjuvant therapy, capable to increase prolonged survival time in patients having SCCAC
without massive TILs.
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Introduction

human papilloma virus (HPV) [8-11].

Data from most population-based cancer
registries worldwide indicates that the
incidence of squamous cell carcinoma of the
anal canal (SCCAC) ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 per
100,000 in women and from 0.3 to 0.8 per
100,000 in men [1]. In the United States,
SCCAC accounts for about 1.5% of all
gastrointestinal cancers [2].

Several follow-up studies have shown that
patients with malignant tumors displaying
intra-epithelial lymphocytes have a favourable
prognosis [12-16]. This phenomenon was
demonstrated in patients with colorectal [12]
or esophageal [13] carcinomas. Surprisingly,
the significance of intra-epithelial lymphocytes
in SCCAC was not investigated until very
recently. Grabenbauer et al [17] found in 38
patients with SCCAC a mean of 3.8 intraepithelial lymphocytes/100 tumor cells (range
0-17.3). Patients with tumor-infiltrating
lymphocytes (TILs) had a poor prognosis.

In recent years, a remarkable increase in the
incidence of SCCAC has been recorded in
many countries [3-5], including those in
Scandinavia [6, 7]. In Denmark, the incidence
of SCCAC raised 2.5 fold in men and 5 fold in
women between 1943 and 1994 [8]. In
Sweden, approximately 100 new cases are
being diagnosed each year [7]. In the
Stockholm-Gotland Health Care Region, with a
population of 1.9 million, a steadily increasing
frequency has been documented, from 14
cases in 1985 to 27 cases in 2003. SCCAC is
frequently related to chronic infection with

In previous work, we investigated 308
consecutive cases of SCCAC [7, 18]. More
recently, we diagnosed a case of SCCAC
displaying an unusually high number of TILs.
The finding of a case of SCCAC with a high
number of TILs prompted us to investigate
whether similar cases had been “missed” in
earlier studies [18].
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Table 1 Clinicopathological data of the 277 patients with SCCAC
SCCAC with massive TILs (n=8)
SCCAC without massive TILs (n= 269)
Age
median
72
69
range
(51-82)
(28-92)
Gender
male
0
59
female
8
210
Clinical stage
I
0 (0%)
44 (16%)
II
3 (37.5%)
152 (56%)
III
5 (62.5)
73 (27%)
IV
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

Material and Methods
The
histological
sections
from
277
consecutive SCCAC cases were reviewed.
Following the recommendations of Mangano
et al for another organ [19], the number of
lymphocytes in SCCACs was assessed in an
area (25 x) having a priori the highest number
of TILs. Cases having ≥50 TILs/100 tumour
cells were regarded as with massive TILs.
SCCAC cases with and without massive TILs
were subsequently compared with their clinical
stage and with survival at ≥5 years follow-up.
A team consisting of a surgeon and a
radiation/medical oncologist performed the
clinical assessment of the patients. Endo-anal
ultrasound, CT scans, and MRI was used in the
pre-treatment evaluation [7]. Staging was
performed, by applying the TNM classification
of the International Union Against Cancer
(UICC) [20]. Stage IIIA and IIIB tumors of the
anal canal have been grouped together as
stage III.

tumour cells. A representative image is shown
in Figure 1. All 8 cases (100%) with massive
TILs were females. Among the remaining 269
control cases, only 79% (210 cases) were
females (Table 1).
When tumors were classified according to
clinical stage, all 8 (100%) SCCACs with
massive TILs were clinical stage II and III, the
rate for SCCAC control cases being only 83%
(224/269). Table 1 also shows that as many
as 63% (5/8) of the cases were clinical stage
III. On the other hand, only 27% (73/269) of
the SCCAC control cases were clinical stage III
(p<0.05).
When the cumulative proportion of surviving
patients was tested by the Kaplan-Meier
method in SCCACs massive TILs and in control
SCCAC cases, no difference in survival was
found between the two groups at 60 months
(5-years followup). On the other hand, between

Statistical analysis was performed using the
Spearman´s rank correlation test to compare
the significance of the difference between the
groups. Statistical significance was set at
p<0.05. The cumulative proportion of surviving
patients was assessed by the Kaplan-Meier
survival curve-method.
Results
The histological evaluation of the 277 SCCACs
revealed massive TILs in 8 cases (3%). The
number of TILs varied from 53 to 89 TILs/100
tumour cells with a mean of 61 TILs/100

Figure 1 A case of SCCAC with massive TILs (H&E, x
400).
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Figure 2 Cumulative proportional survival of SCCAC patients with or without TILs.

Figure 3 The massive TILs are positive for CD3 (A, x400), CD8 (B, x400) and the cytotoxic molecule granzyme B
(C, x400). The SCCAC cells show overexpression of P63 (D, x250) and P53 (E, x250). The tumor cells are also
positive for HPV (F, HPV fam 16, high risk, x250).

5 years and 15-years follow-up, all SCCAC
cases having massive TILs survived whereas
SCCACs without TILs continued to die of the
tumor (Figure 2).
Recently we diagnosed an additional case of
SCCAC with massive TILs, showing 69
TILs/100 tumour cells (Figure 1). The patient

was also a female. The results of the various
immunohistochemical stains in this case are
illustrated in Figure 3. The TILs expressed CD3
and CD5. They were composed of a mixture of
helper (CD4+), cytotoxic (CD8+, Granzym B+,
TIA1+) as well as NK cells (Granzym B+). The
tumour cells were positive for proteins
involved in the regulation of cell cycle entry
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(p16 and p63), the suprabasal-basal cell
marker CK5, and expressed mutated p53
protein. WAF1 was weakly expressed. The
tumor cells showed HPV infection both with
immunostain and with in situ hybridization
(fam 16, high risk, Ventana, Illkirch France).
EBV was negative by in situ hybridization
(Ventana, Illkirch, France).
Discussion
The presence of TILs is regarded as a reaction
of the host directed against the growing
tumour tissues [12-16]. T cell migration into
tumour masses is critical to the process of
immunologically-induced tumour regression
[12]. Recent studies revealed that the
systemic administration of the immunoregulatory lymphokine, interleukin-2 (IL-2) into
a number of tumour-mice models, resulted in
complete tumour regression [16, 17]. Tumour
regression was associated with a massive T
cell infiltration into the neoplastic tissue. The
results of the immunohistochemical challenge
in the recently diagnosed SCCAC case
revealed that the intraepithelial lymphocytes
are helper, cytotoxic and NK cells, helper and
NK cells being regarded as cytotoxic to tumour
cells.

accumulation of lymphocytes in the SCCAC
tumoral area.
It is concluded that despite patients with
SCCAC showing massive TILs had a more
advanced clinical stage than SCCAC controls,
the former patients had a longer 15 years
survival rate than controls, with no deaths
after 5 years. The search via proteomic
methodology for the lymphocyte-attracting
tumor-protein, might bring forward a novel coadjuvant therapy, capable to increase
prolonged survival time in patients having
SCCAC without massive TILs.
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